


Arthritis Research UK is the charity leading the fight against arthritis. We are 
the biggest funder of research in the UK into the cause, treatment and cure of 
all forms of arthritis and musculoskeletal conditions. Our work takes the pain 
away for people living with all forms of the disease, and helps them remain 
active, doing the things they love. We do this by funding world-class research, 
educating healthcare professionals and providing information to people with 
arthritis and their carers.

Arthritis Research UK would like to thank the supporters, researchers, 
healthcare professionals and staff who have volunteered their time to help 
support The Arthritis Research UK Garden.

We would like to thank the following for their generous support to The 
Arthritis Research UK Garden:

The Royal Horticultural Society
Higher Mutlow Charitable Trust
Deloitte
Faegre Baker Daniels
Hayford and Rhodes



WELCOME TO THE ARTHRITIS 
RESEARCH UK GARDEN
The Arthritis Research UK Garden has 
been designed to reflect the personal 
journey and emotions of someone with 
arthritis, from confusion and lack of 
understanding following a diagnosis to a 
point where they are informed about the 
disease and able to manage their pain. 

This booklet will take you on 
that journey, in understanding Chris 
Beardshaw’s inspiration, how the garden 
reflects this very personal story, learning 
more about some of the key garden 
features and plants and their connection 
with arthritis, plus advice from Chris 
about how to improve your garden. 

At the back of this guide, you can also 
find out how you can get the best and 
most up-to-date information on arthritis.

AN INTRODUCTION FROM CHRIS BEARDSHAW
Welcome to The Arthritis Research UK 
Garden at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show 
2013. The garden tells a very personal 
story as I am one of the 10 million people 
in the UK living with arthritis. 

The garden was conceived as three 
experiences: the Veiled Garden, the Lucid 
Garden and the Radiant Garden. Each 
section can be viewed on its own merits 
but the garden as a whole represents 
the emotional and personal journey 
experienced by a person with arthritis.

I was diagnosed with a form of 
rheumatoid arthritis in my early teens 
and told that if the condition continued 
at pace, I could be in a wheelchair by 
the age of 19 unless I had major surgery. 
I fought against that prognosis and was 
determined to be able to continue to do 
what I wanted with my life. It has taken 
many years of adapting, experimenting 
and trialling to find what works best for 
me. I have now reached a place where 
my pain is managed through, amongst 
other things, regular, low-impact 
exercise and awareness of my  
dietary triggers.

The work Arthritis Research UK 
does enables people with arthritis 
to remain active and keep doing the 
things they love. They fund world-class 
research into all forms of arthritis. For 
example, in November 2012 the charity 
launched the world’s first research 
centre dedicated to understanding how 
and why arthritis affects teenagers. This 
will make such a huge difference to the 
15,000 children and young people in the 
UK who have juvenile forms of arthritis.

I hope this garden will inspire other 
people with arthritis to take control and 
manage their condition. I want this garden 
to highlight the wealth of information 
Arthritis Research UK provides to people 
with arthritis and for visitors to RHS 
Chelsea Flower Show to learn more about 
the journey that one in six people of all 
ages experiences with arthritis. 

Chris Beardshaw

THe arTHrITIS 
reSearCH UK 
GarDeN HaS 
BeeN DeSIGNeD 
TO reFLeCT THe 
PerSONaL JOUrNeY 
aND eMOTIONS OF 
SOMeONe WITH 
arTHrITIS...



The experience starts in the Veiled 
Garden, an area which represents the 
‘fog’ of pain described by those with 
arthritis and the confusion felt following 
an initial diagnosis. 

Although the glass retreat suggests 
a welcoming and relaxing space, 
the woodland canopy inhibits and 

compromises views. So whilst this 
section hints at comfort and familiarity, 
it is also juxtaposed with a sense of 
clouded and obscured vision. 

Arthritis Research UK is working 
to improve the lives of the millions 
of people with arthritis in the UK 
who live with chronic pain every day. 

For example, to help gain a greater 
understanding of pain, and to come up 
with more effective ways of dealing with 
it, the charity launched the Arthritis 
Research UK Pain Centre at The 
University of Nottingham. The charity 
is committed to ensuring people remain 
active and free from pain.

althOuGh the Glass retreat 
suGGests a welCOmInG and 

relaxInG spaCe, the  
wOOdland CanOpy InhIbIts  

and COmprOmIses vIews.



A stone pathway, deliberately non-uniform, 
out of the Veiled Garden pushes through the 
dense woodland planting and transcends 
into the Lucid Garden, where space, 

form, geometry and colours are 
more deliberate, controlled and 
considered. The Lucid Garden 

represents the next phase in 
the journey for a person with 
arthritis. The relative order in 

this space aims to convey the moment 
of clarity a person with arthritis 

experiences coming 
out of the confusion 
after diagnosis and 
starting to recognise 

that a fulfilled life is possible.
Knowledge helps people to manage their 

condition. Thousands of people with arthritis 
rely on the high quality information booklets 
Arthritis Research UK publishes. These help 
people understand more about their condition, 
its treatment, therapies and how to help 
themselves. At the back of this guide you can 
find out how to order a pack of these booklets 
relevant to your condition, to help you feel 
more confident in daily living.

The charity also enhances the knowledge 
of healthcare professionals through targeted 
information and educational initiatives.

a stOne pathWay, 
delIberately nOn- 
unIfOrm, Out Of the 
VeIled Garden pushes 
thrOuGh the dense 
WOOdland plantInG and 
transCends IntO the 
LuCId Garden.



The Radiant Garden is the final stage of 
the garden. This area is relatively enclosed 
and protected by hedging and filled with 
exuberant planting, highlighting a sense 
of liberation and enjoyment representing 
when a person with arthritis learns to 
manage their condition, remain active and 
enjoy their life.

There are over 200 different forms 
of arthritis and no single approach 
to managing them. Treatments may 
include a combination of drugs, physical 
therapies and surgery, and many 
people also find that complementary 
therapies and medicines can help relieve 
symptoms. 

Arthritis Research UK is the biggest 
funder in the UK of research into the 
cause, treatment and cure of all forms of 
arthritis and musculoskeletal conditions. 
Every year the charity funds over 850 
researchers at UK universities who are 
bringing us closer to a future free from 
the pain and disability of arthritis.

fIlled WIth exuberant 
plantInG, hIGhlIGhtInG 
a sense Of lIberatIOn 
representInG When a 
persOn WIth arthrItIs 
learns tO manaGe 
theIr COndItIOn, 
remaIn aCtIve and 
enjOy theIr lIfe. 



GARDEN 
FEATURES

VEILED 
GARDEN 
PLANTING
The dense and 
layered planting in 
the Veiled Garden 
suggests the idea of 
being clouded and 
veiled by enhancing 
the shade and 
restricting the 
views and access. 
Woodland trees and 
shrubs have been 
chosen for their 
character, including 
contorted stems 
that symbolise 
the pain of joints 
affected by arthritis.

STONEWORK
In the Veiled 
Garden, the stone 
work is deliberately 
tooled, laid to imply 
and potentially 
create instability. 
The surface 
treatment and the 
stonework in and 
around the glass 
retreat reflects 
the restricted 
movement of 
painful joints. 
As you progress 
through to the 
Radiant Garden, the 
stonework becomes 
progressively 
smoother, 
symbolising the 
journey a person 
has been on to 
manage their pain. 

VEILED 
GARDEN  
WALL
Stone-built walls 
normally have 
larger supporting 
stones at the 
bottom and smaller 
stones used 
higher up. This 
has been reversed 
to demonstrate 
the ‘instability’ 
described by people 
with arthritis after 
initial diagnosis. 

VEILED 
GARDEN 
GLASS 
RETREAT 

The contemporary 
glass retreat in the 
Veiled Garden has 
been designed with 
open sides allowing 
the elements in 
and presenting 
a slight feeling 
of uncertainty to 
match the mood 
in this area of 
the garden. One 
wall of the glass 
structure has been 
sandblasted to 
give a blurring of 
vision to hint at 
the confusion after 
initial diagnosis. 

RADIANT 
GARDEN 
PLANTING 
BEDS
To demonstrate the 
positive, uplifting 
feeling a person 
with arthritis 
has as they learn 
to manage their 
condition, generous 
planting beds are 
used to greet the 
visitor with a flood 
of colour in full 
sun. The planting 
features striking 
specimens and is 
warm and vibrant 
with a rich palette 
of purple, blue and 
orange, the brand 
colour of Arthritis 
Research UK.

1 LIBERTINE  
 BY MICHELLE CASTLES

A dynamic and joyous wirework 
sculpture. The open texture of the wire 
gives a sense of freedom and release 
as a person learns to manage their 
condition and live their life to the full.

2 HOMAGE  
 BY ANNA GILLESPIE 

A bronze crouching figure textured 
with woodland acorns. The sculpture 
was chosen as it is emotionally charged. 
Chris interpreted the pose as shielding 
from the pain of the condition, with the 
solidarity of the bronze capturing the 
hard and heavy reality of an arthritis 
diagnosis.

3 TO THE LIMIT  
 BY ANNA GILLESPIE

A striking figurative sculpture in a 
weathered grey bronze. For Chris, the 
mood of this piece reflects a transition 
and a gradual unveiling from the ‘fog 
of pain’ and a start of the unravelling of 
the confusion surrounding a diagnosis 
of arthritis into a more open space and 
time of learning and acceptance.

PLANTS USED IN 
COMPLEMENTARY 
MEDICINE
Within the garden’s planting 
scheme there are a number of 
plants and shrubs which have 
been traditionally used within 
complementary medicines to 
treat arthritis. In January 2013, 
Arthritis Research UK released 
an evidence-based report on 
the use of complementary and 
alternative medicines for arthritis 
and musculoskeletal conditions. It 
aims to help people with arthritis 
select which complementary 
medicines may be useful for them. 
You can download this report from 
the Arthritis Research UK website 
www.arthritisresearchuk.org

1	Rosa Glauca

2	Uvularia Grandiflora

3	Lilium Martagon Album

4	Iris Germanica Supreme Sultan
 Angelica Edulis
 Papaver Somniferum Black Paeony
 Allium Cyathophorum Farreri
 Lupinus Masterpiece
 Escholtzia Califórnica
 Osmunda Regalis Purpurea

5	Fireplace

6	Reversed drystone wall

7	Two Chesterfield sofas

8	Glass retreat

9	Still pools
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 Pinus Sylvestris Glauca

 Quercus (Oak)

 Corylus Avellana

 Buxus Hedge

 Betula Nigra Heritage

 Quercus Ilex

 Quercus (Oak)

 Northofagus Antartica

 Taxus Hedge  Libertine

 To The Limit
 Homage



IRIS GERMANICA  
SUPREME SULTAN 
A glorious old-fashioned Germanic 
Iris. Sumptuous colour split of deep 
orange upper petals with deep  
purple lowers.

ANGELICA EDULIS 
A majestic towering specimen with 
broad foliage and luscious umbels of 
blooms throughout the summer.

ROSA GLAUCA 
It’s much maligned but this tough, 
disease-free, true purple foliage rose 
plays a valuable role in our gardens. 
Cheerful cerise pink blooms in spring 
are followed by rosehips in winter.

PAPAVER SOMNIFERUM  
BLACK PAEONY 
Features silk-like midnight petals and 
glaucous rosette leaves.

ESCHOLTZIA CALIFÓRNICA 
A radiant ephemeral plant with 
petals responding to warmth of direct 
sunlight. Great as a free-seeding 
specimen through the garden.

ALLIUM CYATHOPHORUM 
FARRERI 
A small, hardy allium with grassy leaves 
and purple flowers. It favours the 
warmth and free draining conditions of 
rockery and scree.

LUPINUS MASTERPIECE 
One of the finest lupins, featuring 
compact flowers of orange flecked 
purple colour. Very floriferous and a 
must-have in a herbaceous border.

PINUS SYLVESTRIS GLAUCA 
The evergreen nature gives a permanent 
structure to the garden. Chosen for its 
very distinctive and fissured bark. 

LILIUM MARTAGON ALBUM
A delicate turkscap lily of pure white 
blooms in dappled shade.

UVULARIA GRANDIFLORA
Features a graceful arching habit, 
modest flowers borne as pendants 
beneath the midrib, perfect for moist 
woodland conditions.

OSMUNDA REGALIS PURPUREA 
The queen of ferns with uniquely purple 
stems and a verdant arching canopy. 

BETULA NIGRA HERITAGE 
A lush green dappled canopy tree with 
papery peeling bark, valuable as a multi-
stem specimen. 

Please note that some plants may not appear in the final garden due to growing conditions out of our control. For a full list of all 
plants featured in The Arthritis Research UK Garden, please visit www.arthritisresearchuk.org/RHSChelsea.



GARDENING ADVICE FROM CHRIS BEARDSHAW

•	 Include	hedges	in	your	garden	to	help	soften	boundaries,	give	the	perfect	
backdrop	for	your	herbaceous	plants	and	provide	essential	habitat	for	wildlife.

•	 When	laying	out	your	herbaceous	borders	consider	the	plants	for	the	
contribution	they	make	in	form.	Employ	a	majority	of	mound	forming	and	
ground	covering	plants	then	add	upright	clumps	and	spikes	of	flowers	and	
foliage	to	create	the	punctuation.	

•	 You	can	never	add	too	much	organic	matter	to	the	ground,	whether	it’s	
homemade	or	bought-in	soil	improver,	so	make	sure	you	mulch.	Lay	it	3-4cm	
thick	over	the	soil	from	spring	through	to	autumn	and	allow	the	soil	organisms	
to	incorporate.	

•	 Don’t	forget	gardens	are	enhanced	by	sculpture,	artwork	and	seats	so	include	
them	to	act	as	focal	points	or	along	axis.

•	 More	and	more	pressure	is	put	upon	gardens	to	provide	something	for	wildlife	
so	ensure	you	have	a	plant	in	flower	for	every	month	of	the	year.

•	 Gardening	is	physical	work	so	make	sure	you	look	after	your	joints!	If	you	have	
arthritis	or	suffer	from	pain	in	your	back,	knees	or	hands,	order	the	‘Gardening	
and	arthritis’	pack	from	Arthritis	Research	UK.	It	provides	advice	and	tips	
which	will	help	ease	your	pain	and	ensure	you	can	continue	to	enjoy	gardening.

Our free information packs can help ease the 
pain of acute arthritis as well as minor joint 
injuries. They are researched, written and 
checked by leading experts and reviewed by 
patients affected by different arthritis conditions. 
Choose your free pack below by ticking the 
one that’s right for you and return using the 
Freepost form. 

Exercise for healthy joints: Lots of inspiration for how you can 
keep moving, with a range of exercises that promote joint health. 
Booklets included: Keep moving; Sport and exercise injuries. 

Living with arthritis: If you’re living with the condition this pack 
offers practical tips to help you overcome the effects of arthritis 
and how to look after your joints. 
Booklets included: Everyday living and arthritis; Looking after 
your joints when you have arthritis. 

Gardening and arthritis: Gardening can be good for the mind 
and body. This pack includes handy tips on specially adapted 
garden tools, easy-to-care-for plants and some helpful changes 
that can be made to your garden layout. 
Booklets included: What is arthritis?; Gardening and arthritis. 

Information packs can also be ordered online at: 
www.arthritisresearchuk.org/chelsea2013

“Gardening doesn’t have to be a problem if you have arthritis. Garden layout, the 
right tools and pacing techniques can help you continue to enjoy gardening without 
suffering afterwards. Plus, being outside is good for topping up your vitamin D 
levels and improving your bone health.”

Professor Alan Silman, Medical Director of Arthritis Research UK
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